
Discrepancies observed in the Review of Mining Plan of Pohra Sillimanite 

Mine (Area-39.40 Hect.) of M/s MSMC Ltd., located in Tehsil Lakhani, Distt. 

Bhandara (Maharashtra), submitted under Rule 17(1) of MCR, 2016  

Field Observations: 
1. It was observed that Dump working is being done in the close proximity of Tar Road and 

electric line blocked zone. Thus suitable distance should be maintained as per Rule 12 of 

MCR’2016 to avoid any danger to public safety. 

2. Water logged pit has not been worked since more than 5 years and its lying open and close 

to public road. Thus suitable fencing of the pit should be done. 

3. No rest shelter was available near the working area. Suitable provisions should be made 

under site services for the same. 

 

Text and Plates: 
1.0 General and Review of Mining plan: 

 

1. Submitted document is mentioned as ‘Mining Plan’ submitted under Rule 17(1) of 

MCR’2016 whereas the rule provides submission of ‘Review of Mining Plan’ at an 

interval of every five years period after approval of Mining Plan. Further, Lease period 

has been extended by the state govt. as per the provisions of section 8A of MMDR 

Amendment Act’2015 from 16/11/2017 to 15/11/2027 (falling within the proposal period). 

It suggests that no Mining Plan is valid for this period that can be reviewed under rule 

17(1) of MCR’2016. Therefore, the document should be submitted as ‘Modification in the 

Approved Mining Plan’ under rule 17(3) of MCR’2016 for extended lease period. 

2. PMCP is an integrated part of Mining Plan. Thus cover page should be revised 

accordingly. Further, category of the mine should be clearly mentioned whether category 

A (FM) or OTFM. 

3. Under item 1 d, the details should be corrected as per MCR’2016. 

4. Lease area details as given under item 2(b) should be corrected. 

5. Review for proposed land use and actual land use details need to be furnished. 

6. Annexure V and copy of Environment Clearance need to be enclosed alongwith the 

document. 

7. Copy of lease deed need to be enclosed. 

8. Details for surface rights held in respect of private land alongwith consent of owners 

should be furnished. 

9. Consents/undertakings etc need to be enclosed as per IBM Manual for appraisal of Mining 

Plan and should be signed by Nominated Owner (not by agent). Also, Photo Identity Card 

of Lessee/Nominated Owner with permanent address proof should be enclosed with the 

document. 

 

2.0 Geology and Reserves: 

  
1. Areas under G1/G2/G3/G4/non-mineralized area should be mentioned in a table. 

2. Reporting of reserves/resources should be done giving the position of reserves/resources 

in the approved Mining Plan, then deducting the depletion of reserves due to production 

during the proposal period of the approved Mining Plan, then addition due to exploration 

(if any) and finally re-classification as per Mineral (Evidence of Mineral Content) 

Rules’2015. In the details given under item (j), production/depletion mentioned at various 

stages is different. Thus actual data should be mentioned and kept uniform as per the 

annual returns submitted. 

3. Future exploration proposals should be made in accordance with Rule 12 of MCDR’2017. 



4. Reserves for in-situ ore and dump needs to be given separately furnishing details for each 

as per abovementioned point no.2. 

5. General RL of the area as mentioned under item 1.0 (a) on page no. 7 is incorrect. This 

261 mRL has nowhere shown on the surface plan. Thus correct information should be 

furnished. 

6. Lowest RL of the area as mentioned is 206mRL. This seems incorrect as per the surface 

plan and should be corrected. 

7. Correct information regarding exploration agency and expenditure incurred in the 

exploration till date should be mentioned under item (d) on page no. 10. 

8. Exploration details and logs enclosed are for 4 boreholes only. Core hole logs for all 32 

bore holes alongwith their location needs to be submitted. Further, on the geological plan 

and sections, these boreholes need to be shown because as per the data mentioned in the 

text and shown on the plates; pit limit upto 180mRL is not justified. 

9. No sectional lines have been drawn, therefore, understanding the geological map is 

difficult. Thus suitable sectional lines should be drawn. 

10. Structural details like dip/strike etc of the ore body is nowhere mentioned in the text. 

11. Amount spend in dewatering should be taken into consideration while considering 

operating cost in the feasibility report. 

12. Geological section along ABC shows a wall near point B of at least 25 m height. Suitable 

correction is required here.  

 

3.0 Mining: 
 

1. Details of all existing dumps should be given (as shown on the plan) alongwith type of 

dump-top soil/ waste/ rejects/ sub-grade & active/dead/stabilized. 

2. Existing and proposed area for various mining activities should be shown on the Financial 

Assurance Area Plan distinctly. 

3. Qualitative analysis of mineral rejects/sub-grade as mentioned in the table on page no. 27 

needs to be furnished. 

4. It has been mentioned in the second para of item 2.0 A (a) on page no. 22 that dump 

working shall be done in first two years i.e. II and III year, then what will be done in first 

year. Further, in the same para, it is mentioned that the pit has been worked in 2015-16 

and 2016-17 which contradicts the details given in review chapter. Thus suitable 

correction should be made (also on page no. 23). 

5.  On page no. 32, information mentioned regarding top soil is incorrect. Going through the 

log for bore hole no. P-5, soil is occurring at top 2.0 m whereas on page no. 32, it is 

mentioned that top soil is occurring at 0.5 m only. Thus suitable correction is required here 

and at each place the same has been taken into consideration. 

6. As per the year-wise proposals, no fresh area for excavation/mining shall be required as 

the proposals are for deepening of existing pit. In such case, items (vii) and (x) of (d) and 

item (e) on page no. 32 need to be justified. 

7. Separate year-wise development and production plans and sections should be submitted as 

required for category-‘A’ mines showing dynamic position of dump working, bench 

position and RL’s, dump development, afforestation etc. 

8. Dump working and handling of waste generated after recovery of mineral should be 

discussed clearly. 

9. Extent of development, production etc. in the proposal period as well as upto conceptual 

period should be mentioned clearly showing year-wise levels in the text as well as relevant 

plates. 

10. Stacking for sub-grade/mineral rejects and waste should be mentioned dump-wise so that 

material balance can be verified (as mineral from sub-grade dumps is proposed for 

extraction). 



11. A table should be given in stacking of sub-grade mineral indicating quantum of mineral 

available in the dumps as on date, proposed quantum of material to be handled year-wise, 

proposed quantum of material recharged/dumped due to generation of sub-grade and 

cumulative available as on date. 

12. As per the statement mentioned under item 4.0 (a) on page no. 37, use of mineral rejects 

need to be discussed in chapter 5. 

 

4.0 Progressive Mine Closure Plan: 

 
1. Environment monitoring report for the last quarter need to be enclosed for air, water, noise 

etc. 

2. Quantity of water in the pit and its management to facilitate production from the pits 3rd 

year onwards need to be discussed in brief giving the details of quality of water, its 

disposal from the lease area (only after treatment if contaminated) etc. 

3. Year-wise proposals for item 6 & 7 are incomplete. Thus complete information should be 

provided alongwith cumulative work done under PMCP as on date. 

4. Amount of FA should be revised as per Rule 27 of MCDR’2017 and details of existing FA 

should be mentioned on page no. 51. 

 

5.0 Plates: 

 
1. All the plates should be submitted as per the IBM Manual for appraisal of Mining Plan 

and should bear the reference of the document under submission. 

2. All the plates should bear the certification that: “this is to certify that the plan and section 

are based on lease map authenticated by the state govt.”. 

3. Location plan as per item 2.0 of the text needs to be submitted. 

4. Grid lines should be shown on each plate. On the relevant plans, water logged pit should 

be clearly shown. 

5. In compliance to CCOM Circular 2/2010, Geo referenced cadastral map authenticated by 

state govt. in original needs to be enclosed. 

6. Pit position at the start of proposal period has been shown incorrect in all the plates. It 

should be suitably corrected. 

7. Key Plan: Not as per Rule 32(5)(a) of MCDR’2017. Thus suitable corrections are 

required. 

8. Surface Plan: Boundary pillars should be marked as per DGPS plan. 

9. In all the plans, ore body which is exposed at the surface only needs to be shown. If 

required, in the geological or production plan, ore body may be shown on the plan but 

only as dotted line. 

10. Environment Plan: Environment plan should be submitted as per the provisions of Rule 

32(5) (b) of MCDR’2017 showing details for 60m and 500 m radius. 

11. Reclamation Plan: year-wise activities under progressive closure should be marked on the 

plan. 

12. Financial Assurance Plan: Area put to use at the start of SOM period and area required 

during the 5-years period should be shown distinctly on the plates and land use table 

should be shown on the plate for the calculation of FA. 

 

 

 

 
 (Ashish Mishra) 

ACOM-NR 


